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This report describing a project entitled Design Continuous Variable Transmission for Shell Eco 
Marathon Asia 2012 (SEM2012). A brief about Shell Eco marathon competition will be 
included, as well as purpose of this project to improve the fuel efficiency. Due to the purpose of 
reducing the fuel consumption during the race, the analysis is accomplished through the 
equations and expected drive cycles to get the fuel consumption of the car. Theory developed for 
this project will be focuses on a case study using the CVT applied to the GEN89 urban concept 
car which need to have a reliable and inexpensive method for CVT tuning. Previous approaches 
to CVT tuning were strictly empirical and involved mechanical component replacement in a 
slow and expensive trial and- error optimization loop. The methodology for this project is 
creating the expected drive cycle for Sepang International Circuit with the expected fuel 
consumption, then compare it to the actual result during competition and fine up the best 
combination of primary pulley and secondary pulley tuning, thus determine the gear ratio 
produce by the CVT. This project find that CVT will promote advantage of improving fuel 
efficiency relating to Sepang drive cycle, provide smooth uninterrupted power without step 
discontinuities, accelerate without jerk and also naturally changes ratio continuously leads to 
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